DEPARTMENT AWARDS

Department of Cell and Developmental Biology

Carbon Gillaspie Award
Andrew Black
Outstanding performance in the Dissection Laboratory
Presented by: Norma Wagoner, MD

David Whitlock Award
Margaret Moser
Overall outstanding performance in the Human Body Block
Presented by: Norma Wagoner, MD

Willson-Burrows Award
Alexandra Colvin
Outstanding peer teaching in the Human Body Block
Presented by: Norma Wagoner, MD

Department of Medicine

David W. Talmage, MD Excellence in Immunology Memorial Award
Margaret Heerwagen
Alyssa Self
Excellence in Immunology by a medical student
Presented by: Andrew Bradford, PhD

James Waring Award
Kelsey Luoma
Diligent scholarship and devotion to duty in the field of Internal Medicine

Department of Pathology

Harlan I. Firminger, MD Award
Ann Scheels
Academic excellence in Pathology
Presented by: Robert Low, MD

Department of Pharmacology

Tabakoff Neuropharmacology Award
Libby Boscoe
Outstanding performance in the Nervous System Block
Presented by: Tom French, MD

Department of Psychiatry

Robert H. Felix Award
Sarah Axelrath
Vera Staley
These students have been named “Felix Scholars” for their outstanding performance in Psychiatry during years one and two in the essentials core.
Presented by: Robert Davies, MD

Department of Surgery

John E. DeLauro Award
Nicole Look
Outstanding performance in Surgery by a third year medical student
Presented by: Thomas Whitehill, MD

Essentials Core

Bruce Wallace Award
Teresa Johnson
Outstanding performance in the Essentials Core
Presented by: Andrew Bradford, PhD
SERVICE AWARDS

Dr. and Mrs. Rudolph L. deLuise Award
Kenji Tanabe
Selected by the Class of 2017, for Exceptional Dedication
Presented by: Brenna Benson

Eastlake Achievement Award
Julia Newman
Selected by the Class of 2018, for the student who has exceptional motivation and has encouraged and helped their classmates achieve the goal of becoming a physician.
Presented by: Katie Lind

Gottesfeld Memorial Award
Teresa Johnson
Outstanding performance in the Basic Science Years
Presented by: Stuart Gottesfeld, MD

Ruskin Family Award
Jacqueline To
Selected by the Class of 2017, or outstanding community service especially focused on medically underserved populations
Presented by: Lorraine Adams, MSW